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Image de-contraction and rectification
Measurements and computations
a b s t r a c t
Natural time delays in transmission of information by physical processes are intertwined
with relativistic phenomena in a structure of mutual interdependence. Relativistic effects
considered in [Albert Einstein, Zur Elektrodynamik der bewegter Körper, Ann. der Physik
17 (1905) 891–921] are analyzed with respect to information transmittal, in relation to
some basic notions of special relativity which are considered to include natural time
delays due to finite speed of information transmittal in its equations and transformations.
Synchronization of identical clocks at rest located at two different points A and B in a
reference system at rest postulated by the definition of simultaneity in the above reference
is conditioned not only on the light propagation between the points A and B but also on
physical processes that transmit the information about arrival of rays of light from those
points to the clocks. Alternative derivation of relativistic time transformation is presented
that includes natural time delays due to information transmittal. It is demonstrated that
relativistic transformations are contingent on the physical processes providing calibration
signals by which the synchronization of time is done at different points. Those signals
need not be restricted to rays of light. The image of a physical process described in
relativistic coordinates is distorted, so its de-contraction and rectification are necessary
for retrieval of the original process in a moving frame. Inverse transformations in real
time are presented for software design of relativistic converters (image transformers) that
are necessary for image rectification in particle accelerators (µ-meson example) and for
unmanned spacecraft control (Mars-Landing Problem). Synchronization signals different
from light are acting in deep sea water and in the body of living species, with other types of
relativity affecting biological processes. The results open new avenues for consideration of
real time special relativity, for retrieval of the original physical processes from their images
in relativistic coordinates, for information transmittal analysis in real time communication,
and for investigation of life processes that depend on relativistic effects with natural time
delays due to information transmittal.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The concept of time has been and currently is the subject of much discussion. A measured (identified, occurred) point-
value z(t) of time, z(t) ≡ t , or some other quantity, z(t) 6= t , depending on time, when transmitted by a physical process
relates to an instant which, at the moment of reception, is already in the past. If transmission is carried over a short length
with the speed of light, its time δ > 0 is very small, so transmitted z(t) is considered at reception as current value despite that,
in fact, it is already past, the current value being z(t+δ)where δ > 0 is unknownanddepends on a finite speed of information
transmittal. The consideration of z(t) instead of z(t + δ) creates time uncertainty which affects physical experiments,
real time computations and process evolution, with important implications in different fields of science and technology.
Individual, local time is measured by a clock which term denotes any device in motion, or a process of change, so that time
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is a function of motion, whereby impulses and discontinuities can be assumed to represent very short time increments in
continuousmotion or process of any nature. Uncertainty of transmitted z(t) affects processes, experiments and computations
in the Newtonian frame of space and time (separated), and also the considerations relative to Minkowski’s 4D space–time
frame (with time and space fused in one single setting). In this paper, we study the effects of non-instantaneous information
transmittal on the problem of synchronization of clocks, on the concept of simultaneity, and on the basic relations of special
relativity.
We do not consider errors caused by imprecision of instruments. Different errors may be caused by the action of a
measuring device upon the object, which action (force, electromagnetic field, etc.) may change the value of the parameter
beingmeasured. These errorswe call physical errors, and awell known example is Heisenberg’s relation.We do not consider
such errors too. The imprecision of quite different nature is due to natural time delays caused by finite speed of information
transmittal. In this paper, those delays are included into equations of special relativity to reflect the influence of time
uncertainty and obtain real time representations of relativistic phenomena that appear in physical processes, in experiments
and computations. Relativistic image rectification and process retrieval are discussed. Synchronization signals other than
light are considered, as well as invariance and symmetries in relativistic transformations which lead to the existence of
different relativities that co-exist in real life processes and are governed by relativistic equations of the same or similar
structure.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Einstein’s definition of simultaneity is reproduced with some remarks
related to the subject. In Section 3, the notions of abstract and real time are introduced in view of natural time uncertainty,
and further discussion is presented in relation to the method of synchronization of clocks affected by time delays caused
by finite speed of information transmittal. In Section 4, errors related to time uncertainty are evaluated in comparison with
Heisenberg’s relation. Section 5 presents an alternative derivation of Einstein’s time transformation to prove the existence
of a surface defined by Einstein’s partial differential equation in abstract time. In Section 6, this derivation is used to obtain
the real time synchronization equation that includes natural time delays of information transmittal into the relativistic
time transformation. Section 7 presents derivation of Einstein’s calibrating factor β , with its validation by spherical wave
propagation; resulting time contraction is illustrated by theµ-meson example. In Section 8, it is demonstrated that the image
of a physical process described in relativistic coordinates is distorted, and its de-contraction and rectification are necessary
for retrieval of the original process in amoving frame. In Section 9, the γ -representation based on actuallymeasured distance
function is proposed for process retrieval and feedback control of systems moving with unknown velocity v = const.
Section 10 presents relativistic transformations in real time. In Section 11, the relativistic solution in real time of the Mars-
Landing problem is presented, using the equations for de-contraction and rectification of distorted images in relativistic
coordinates, with comparison to the soft touchdown atMoon-Landing in July 1969. In Section 12, invariance and symmetries
of relativistic transformations are briefly discussed in view of extending Einstein’s special relativity onto processes linked
by signals different from rays of light or electromagnetic waves. Section 13 is devoted to the sound-based relativity and
to consideration of other types of synchronization signals related to biology. Section 14 contains some concluding remarks
followed by references immediately relative to the problems considered.
2. Definition of simultaneity [1, Paragraphs 1, 2]
This is the title of the first section in [1] from which we reproduce the original Einstein’s description of time and
simultaneity in English translation from the Russian edition [2, pp. 8–10]. For a coordinate system ‘‘in which are valid the
equations of mechanics of Newton’’, called ‘‘still system’’, or system at rest, the following is written.
‘‘When desired to describe a motion of a material point, we specify the values of its coordinates as functions of time.
Thereby it should be noted that such mathematical description has physical sense only if it is first understood what is
meant by ‘‘time’’. We should pay attention to the fact that all our considerations in which time plays a role are always
the considerations about simultaneous events’’. Then we read on page 9 of [2]:
‘‘If at point A of a space there is a clock, then an observer at A can establish the time of events in immediate proximity of
A by observing the simultaneous with those events positions of hands of the clock. If at another point B of the space there is
also a clock (we add ‘‘identical as the one at A’’), then in immediate proximity of B it is also possible to make time estimate
of events by an observer at B. However, it is impossible without further hypotheses to compare timing of an event at A
with an event at B; we have yet defined only ‘‘A-time’’ and ‘‘B-time’’ but not the common for A and B ‘‘time’’. The latter can
be established by introducing a definition that ‘‘time’’ necessary for passing of a ray of light from A to B is equal to ‘‘time’’
necessary for passing of a ray of light from B to A. Consider that at a moment tA of ‘‘A-time’’ a ray of light leaves from A to B
and is reflected at a moment tB of ‘‘B-time’’ from B to A returning back at A at a moment t ′A of ‘‘A-time’’. The clocks at A and
B will be, by definition, synchronized, if
tB − tA = t ′A − tB. (1)
We assume that this definition of synchronization can be made in a non-contradictory manner, and furthermore, for as
many points as desired, thus, the following statements are valid:
(1) if the clock at B is synchronized with the clock at A, then the clock at A is synchronized with the clock at B;
(2) if the clock at A is synchronized with the clock at B and with the clock at C, then the clocks at B and C are also
synchronized with respect to each other.
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Thus, using certain (thoughtful) physical experiments, we have established what should be understood as synchronized
located in different places still clocks, and thereby we evidently achieved definitions of the concepts: ‘‘simultaneity’’ and
‘‘time’’. ‘‘Time’’ of an event means simultaneous with the event indication of a still clock which is located at the place of the
event and which is synchronized with certain still clock, thereby with one and the same clock under all definitions of time.
According to experiments, we also assume that the value
2AB/(t ′A − tA) = V (AB is the length of a segment) (2)
is a universal constant (the speed of light in vacuum).
It is essential that we have defined timewith the help of still clocks in a system at rest; we shall call this time that belongs
to a system at rest, ‘‘the time of still system’’.
Section 2 of [1]. About relativity of length and of segments of time
Further considerations are based on the principle of relativity and on the principle of constancy of the speed of light. We
formulate both principles as follows.
1. Laws which govern the changes of state of physical systems do not depend on which of the two coordinate systems,
moving with respect to each other with a constant speed along a right line, these changes relate.
2. Every ray of light propagates in a ‘‘still’’ system of coordinates with certain speed V irrespective of whether the ray of
light is issued by a resting or moving source.
Thereby, formula (2) applies, and the ‘‘segment of time’’ should be understood in the sense of the above definition.’’
In these and following citations, the quotes, notations and italics are by Einstein, but formula numbers are ours (there
is no numbering in the paper of Einstein). It is worth noting also the following remarks of Einstein from his answer to Paul
Ehrenfest [3]:
‘‘. . . Principle of relativity, or more accurately, the principle of relativity together with the principle of constancy of the
speed of light, should be understood not as a ‘‘closed system’’ and not as a system in general, but only as a certain heuristic
principle containing in itself only statements about solid bodies, clocks and light signals. All other results the theory of
relativity renders only because it requires the existence of links between events that were perceived before as independent.
. . . In the theory of relativity, we are still far from the final goal. We know only kinematics of rectilinear motion and the
expression for kinetic energy of a body in translational motion if it is not interfering with other bodies (footnote: ‘‘That this
is essential, we shall soon show in a separate paper’’, see [4, Section 3 Remarks on dynamics of a solid]); ‘‘as concerns other
things, the dynamics as well as kinematics of absolutely solid body for the case under consideration should be considered
yet unknown. (16-04-1907)’’
Remark 2.1. The two principles of Einstein and his explanation in [3] are based on the results of well known physical
experiments that were done using sources of light moving with velocities much less than the speed of light itself. For
this reason, we interpret both principles under the restriction that a source of light moves with velocity strictly less than
the speed of light. This means, in particular, that if a source of light were moving away from an observer with a speed
v ≥ V ≥ c ∼= 3× 1010 cm/s = 300,000 km/s (measured speed of light), the situation could not be reproduced by real life
experiments. The same would occur if synchronization of clocks is done with sound or other signal having velocity V < c ,
lower than the speed of light, with the source of the signal moving away from an observer with a greater speed than the
speed of the signal. It is clear that the samedefinitions of the concepts ‘‘simultaneity’’ and ‘‘time’’ are validwith respect to any
signal propagating with velocity lower (or greater, if any) than the speed of light. Under the same two principles of Einstein
(the constancy principle being related to the synchronization signal), this will produce the same relativistic transformations
in the scale defined by the velocity of the synchronization signal, the carrier of information.
Remark 2.2. Einstein’s definition of simultaneity is explicitly linked to a particular physical process – the propagation
of light – which allows to define ‘‘the common for A and B time’’. This physical process that establishes ‘‘the common
time’’ is complemented by arguments ‘‘based on the principle of relativity and on the principle of constancy of the speed
of light’’ — the two principles that have been observed (up to certain degree of accuracy) in physical experiments. The
flow of time is measured (felt, registered, indicated, manifested) by a physical process (device, instrument), denoted as
‘‘clock’’ in [1]. However, simultaneity (consistency, conformity, harmony) of time does not have to be linked to a particular
process (propagation of light). In fact, in a thick fog, deep underwater, in metals, in organisms of living species, the light
does not propagate and cannot define simultaneous events. In such cases, simultaneity is brought about by other signals or
physical processes: propagation of sound, electromagnetic waves, bodily fluids, etc. Furthermore, the process establishing
the harmony of events does not have to be restricted by the two principles adopted in relativity theory. As we shall see, the
above two principles simplify the mathematics of relativity and help to develop relativistic geometry of Minkowski’s 4D
time–space structure. Relativity of time is not necessarily linked to the propagation of light, — it is produced by natural
processes that actually occur and harmonize and/or disturb other physical processes. Light or no light, — relativity is
everywhere around us. It does not have to be conditioned on simplifying principles, although such assumptions, if and
when valid, are useful and enlightening. In this research, we accept Einstein’s relativity principles and add onemore factor –
natural timedelays and time-uncertainty due to finite speed of information transmittal – that should be taken into account in
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experiments and computations to assure greater precision, reliability and understanding of the results and physical realities,
especially in the motion of small particles at high velocities.
3. Abstract time and real time in process synchronization
Synchronization of clocks is not restricted just to the comfort of seeing the ‘‘correct time’’ and to having a correct theory
of space–time transformations for moving bodies in the universe. As a matter of fact, it is the code name for synchronization
of processes related to each other in time and substance. The motion and process control at a distance is commonplace in
modern technology. The organism of living species is in equilibrium because all its processes are synchronized with each
other by signals that propagate with different velocities. To maintain the uniformity and simplicity of presentation, we will
follow Einstein’s terminology dealing with synchronization of clocks, with the understanding that ‘‘clocks’’, or ‘‘observers’’,
represent different processes related to each other by signals propagating with constant speeds, not necessarily the speed
of light. In this way, relativistic considerations are pertinent to all real life processes, not just to the Michelson-Morley
experiments and to the motions considered in special relativity.
Observers at A and B clearly do not physically coincidewith the points A and B, thus, to be observed (received, registered),
the time estimates of the moments of arrival at A and B in (1) must be transmitted to the observers near A and B visually or
otherwise, by a physical process, which takes some time δ > 0. Thus, if we want to consider in (1) the time estimates of the
moments registered by a sensor (observer), we have to agree that those estimates of themoments of arrival of the ray of light
at A and B will not be received by the observers, or registered by the sensors, at the very same instants as the light arrives at
those points, but a little later. Itmeans that reception, or registration, of time estimates of arrivals is not simultaneouswith the
actual arrival time of the ray at A and B but relates, in fact, to past moments, due to a finite speed of information transmittal
to the sensors (observers). Hence, if we want to consider the real time estimate registered by a sensor, not some arrival that
actually occurred but is not yet detected (received), we have to replace themoments in (1) by the instants of actual reception
of past arrivals, and add to tB certain time interval τ o ≥ 0 of reflection in the mirror at B which time interval is contained in
time differences of (1) if reflection in a mirror is not instantaneous. This renders the equation for experimentally observed
time estimates that correspond to the genuine moments of arrival already past:
(tB + τ o + δB)− (tA + δA) = (t ′A + δA)− (tB + τ o + δB), δA, δB ∈ (0, δ]. (3)
The time estimates in parentheses we shall call real time, which is the instants registered by the sensor as times of
arrival, with delays due to information transmittal. The moments indicated in (1) we shall call abstract time. The real and
abstract times do not coincide, except for an unlikely event when τ o + δB = δA = 0 throughout the whole time interval of
observation. If this is not the case, then real and abstract times are naturally distinct, before relativistic considerations, which
can be expressed in the following
Time synchronization statement. The clocks assumed to be synchronized in abstract time are not synchronized in real time.
Vice versa, the clocks synchronized in real time are not synchronized in abstract time. Real time is the time given in observations.
All real life processes are synchronized in the real time.
Abstract time in not a fictitious moment, — it has really occurred but cannot be known at the very moment of arrival. It
can only be estimated up to some precision and with a delay equal to duration of information transmittal by an available
physical process. Classical relativity theory operateswith abstract time, thus, ignoring delays due to information transmittal.
Of course, this simplifies the analysis, but makes its results subject to additional imprecision which in some cases may be
quite large and comparablewith purely relativistic effects. For this reason, it is interesting and important to consider parallel
representation of relativity theory in real time, to compare it with classical representations and results presented in abstract
time.
If information transmittal were instantaneous, or if it is ignored, then abstract and real time coincide. Abstract time is
undetectable as an exact moment. Abstract time t is the time considered in thought experiments which is time past and
uncertain, being in a left δ-neighborhood of the real time t∗ = t + δ given in observations. It means that synchronization
of clocks postulated in (1) is different from the moments indicated by the clocks which contain the time of information
transmittal and the time of mirror reflection τ o that may be positive of the order 10−10 s, which awaits experimental
confirmation, see [5, Sec. 5.4]. Synchronization in (1) is, in fact, δ-synchronization within some margin δ > 0 of time
uncertainty. Since δ is of the same order as relativistic effects, see Remark 3.2, it should be given thorough consideration.
Remark 3.1. As concerns relation (2), the time delays δA of information transmittal cancel out, but the time of reflection in
mirror at B, if positive, is contained at left, though it does not interfere with the principle of constancy of the speed of light
V , — just makes the length of the segment AB a little greater for the same V .
Difficulties with synchronization have long been known in special relativity. In [1] Einstein writes: ‘‘So, we see that
one should not ascribe an absolute sense to the notion of simultaneity. Two events, simultaneous while observed in one
coordinate system, are not perceived as simultaneouswhile observed from a systemmovingwith respect to that system.’’ [2,
p. 13] Furthermore, ‘‘If at point A there are two synchronized clocks and one of them is being moved along a closed curve
with a constant speed v until it comes back to A (which takes, say, t sec), then this clock upon arrival at A will be lagging
in comparison with the clock remained still at A by 0.5t(v2/V 2) s’’ [2, p. 19]. In 1949, Albert Einstein wrote: ‘‘Es gibt keine
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Gleichzeitigkeit distanter Ereignisse’’ (There is no such thing as simultaneity of distant events [6]). One can add: also of close
events, and for a different reason independent of relativity. Indeed, relativistic impossibility of synchronization follows from
contraction of abstract time that can be large at high velocities (up to 50% for v ∼= V ). In contrast, impossibility of exact
synchronization of the abstract time through the actually observed, thus real, time follows from finite speed of information
transmittal, does not depend on a state of motion, and affects all processes, measurements, and computations. This carries
a problem not only for an abstract theory, but for very practical things. Computers and other time sensitive devices cannot
be exactly synchronized (up to zero, not up to a second or microsecond), even if they are located in the same room. Physical
processes cannot be exactly described by ODEs or PDEs; to agree with data given in observations, they should be described
by delay differential equations. Fortunately, the exact synchronization is usually not required. Engineers and economists
are used to the uncertainty of everything they do. Real life processes in physics, biology and other natural sciences do not
admit time dependent exact solutions. In fact, some beautiful results felt or thought to present exact solutions are imbedded
(floating) in an uncertainty band without possibility to locate them within that band. If the band remains narrow in the
course of time (stability), then it may present a viable real life solution.
Remark 3.2. In fact, non-simultaneity caused by time delays due to information transmittal is much greater than non-
simultaneity due to relativistic contraction of time at usual velocities less than the speed of sound (340 m/s, in the air at
15 ◦C). Indeed, if we suppose that information is carriedwith the speed of light V = 3×1010 cm/s over the length l = 10 cm,
then from the equation δ = l/V = 0.5tv2/V 2 s where at right stands the lag indicated by Einstein in [1, Section 4]; [2, p.
19], we have v2 = 2lV/t and for t = 1 min = 60 s we get v ∼= 105 cm/s = 1 km/s. This means that contraction of time
during one minute of speeding at 1 km/s (supersonic flight at 3 Mach) is equal to duration of information transmittal over
10 cm to a clock at rest. 
In this paper, we consider and compare the effects of the real time involved in experiments and observations that
includes inherent time-uncertainty due to information transmittal with the abstract time of special relativity. For this
purpose, we need first to evaluate how large may be this time uncertainty, and what kind of errors it can bring
into experimental measurements, computations and theoretical considerations applied to physical processes. Of course,
relativistic considerations can be applied also to processes of information transmittal which represent certain kinds
of motion too. However, the consideration of secondary relativity applied to those time delays of transmission would
unnecessarily complicate the analysis and would not correspond to original considerations and comparisons of relativistic
results made by Einstein up to the first order. In [7], see also [2, p. 49], Einstein writes: ‘‘. . .uniformly moving clock from
the viewpoint of a still frame goes slower than from the viewpoint of an observer moving with the clock. If u is the number
of clock ticks in unity of time for an observer at rest and u0 is the same number for an observer moving with the clock,
then u/u0 = [1 − (v/V )2]0.5 or, in the first approximation, (u − u0)/u0 = −0.5(v/V )2.’’ For these reasons, we do not
apply relativistic considerations to the relatively small time of information transmittal added to actual time of arrival in the
estimates given in observations.
4. Time uncertainty in comparison with Heisenberg’s relation
The concept of time uncertainty was introduced in [8] in connection with the consideration of totally optimal (extremal)
fields of trajectories. We reproduce the relevant citation from [8] which contains comparison of the errors due to natural
time delay caused by finite speed of information transmittal with physical errors due to the action of external forces in
measuring devices.
‘‘Denote by z(t) some quantity (position, velocity, mass, energy, charge, temperature, etc.) that changes with time. To
avoid confusion with physical uncertainty (Heisenberg’s relation), suppose for a moment that, whenmeasuring the value of
z(t)with some supernatural device, we do not interfere with its state or magnitude by the external action of the measuring
device; thus, the measure of z(t) is precise and made at the very moment t . To receive and use this information about z(t),
we have to transmit it to some other device(s) which we assume to be precise and free of errors in reception and action
too. Upon reception, it is usually said that z(t) is observed or ‘‘known’’ (the measuring action is concentrated upon z(t) at a
moment t , but its conception, utilization, value or quality appears somewhere else, at a distance).
Time-uncertainty statement. The value z(t) is not known at time t .
Indeed, since the speed of information transmittal is finite (by the postulate of Einstein, it is less than the speed of light),
so the value z(t) is received at a moment t + δ, δ > 0. Hence, z(t) is not known and cannot be used at time t , but only later.
It implies a finite time error 1z = z(t + δ) − z(t), to which other errors due to physical uncertainty and measurement
imprecision add up. This delay of information can be felt in everyday life. It can cause a car accident: if a driver in front of
you applies brakes, you see his red lights but can react only in a second or two, even later if you are talking on a cell phone.
Let us compare the error in location of a particle due to time uncertainty with the error in location of the same particle due
to physical uncertainty implied by Heisenberg’s relation. Using data from [9, p. 55] for helium, the lightest monatomic gas,
under normal conditions (0 ◦C and 1 atm) we have in c.g.s. ◦C system the following data:
Planck’s constant h = 6.6242× 10−27
Boltzmann constant k = 1.3805× 10−16
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Atomic mass of helium m = 1.6725× 10−24
Absolute temperature (Kelvin) T = 273.
With these data, the Heisenberg uncertainty relation (physical uncertainty) gives ‘‘a lower limit of the uncertainty1x in
the location of the particle’’ [9, p. 64]:
1x > h/2pi(3mkT )1/2 = 24.2345× 10−10 (cm), (4)
where (3mkT )1/2 = mv = p is the momentum of the particle and v = (3kT/m)1/2 ∼= 2.6 × 105 cm/s is the root-mean-
square velocity of the haphazard thermal motion. Now, assuming the speed of information transmittal equal to the speed
of light in a vacuum c = 2.9979250× 1010 ∼= 3× 1010 (cm/s), we obtain a lower limit of the error1∗x = 1z due to time
uncertainty δ > 0 for the location of the same particle x = z:
1∗x = 1z = wδ = wl/c > 0.867× 10−3 (cm). (5)
Here w = 1z/δ ∼= dz/dt denotes the mean velocity of z(t) = x(t) during the time increment δ = l/c with l being
the length of information transmittal in cm. If ‘‘information transmittal’’ means establishing a steady current in a circuit of a
measuring device, that is, electric field to be set up along the circuit for orderedmotion of the electrons to begin (propagation
of electric field), then its velocity is the speed of light c in a vacuum. In this case, delay for the signal of a change in location
x of a particle for l = 100 cm is δ = l/c = 0.333564 × 10−8 s, so that, with w = v ∼= 2.6 × 105 cm/s, we have a lower
bound for the uncertainty in the location of x due to time delay as given in (5), which is much greater than measurement
uncertainty in the location of x presented in (4). However, if ‘‘information transmittal’’ meant measuring with a steady
current forwhich, at themaximumpermissible current densities, the average velocity of the orderedmotion of the electrons
would be v∗ ∼= 10−2 cm/s, so using this velocity instead of the speed of light c , we would get δ = l/v∗ ∼= 104 s, yielding the
estimate1∗x = 1z = wδ ∼= 2.6× 109 cm, which means that steady current cannot be used for such experiments.
. . .As a matter of fact, the time-uncertainty shifts our knowledge to the past. With a small shift, it makes no harm. With
a greater shift, it has to be taken into account. In such cases, care should be taken when verifying abstract theories by
experimental data. With large shift, we should recognize that our knowledge pertains to a distant past only. For example,
certain stars are known to be many light years afar from the Earth. It means that what we know from our astronomical
observations about distant parts of the Universe is nothing more than past time slices distant from our time of several
thousand years bymany light years to the past. Natural time delay is not just a question of history, — some beautiful theories
dealing withmotion of small particles at high velocities may need an adjustment to take into account the time uncertainty.’’
Suppose that ameasuring device is not at a distance of 100 cm as cited above, but only 1mm= 0.1 cm afar from the object
being measured. Then time delay for the measuring signal will be δ = l/c = 0.333564 × 10−11 s, causing the uncertainty
in location of the atom of helium 1∗x = 1z = wδ = wl/c > 0.867 × 10−6 cm, thousand times less than given in (5)
but still 358 times more than the lower limit given by Heisenberg’s relation (4). Comparing these uncertainties with the
standard values for Plank’s constant, Boltzmann constant and the atomic mass of helium in c.g.s. ◦C system which are all
in the order of 10−27–10−16, we see that those constants are very difficult to measure. However, they can be introduced in
theoretical formulae to accommodate theoretical or experimental results supporting certain physical models. Even if our
instrumentation were infinitely precise (zero errors), those physical constants could be measured with such high precision
only if physical experiments that involve information transmittal were so designed that time uncertainty cancelled out.
Fortunately, there are physical realities that involve time and do not depend on time-uncertainty as defined above, which
uncertainty, indeed, may be cancelled out, see [5].
5. Alternative derivation of Einstein’s time transformation
Following [1, Section 3], we quote passages from [2, pp. 13–14] related to the theory of time and coordinate
transformations. ‘‘Consider in a ‘‘still’’ space two 3D Cartesian frameswith a common origin and parallel axes, each equipped
with scales and clocks which are identical in both frames. Now, let the origin of one of those frames (k) be in motion with a
constant speed v in direction of increasing x of the other frame (K)which is at rest. Then, to eachmoment t of still frame (K)
corresponds certain position of axes of moving frame (k)whose axes can be assumed parallel to the axes of still frame (K).
Let the space in the still frame (K) be graduated with its scale at rest, and same for the space in the moving frame (k)
graduated with its scale, at rest with respect to (k), yielding coordinates x, y, z in (K) and ξ, η, ζ in (k). Using light signals
as described in [1, Section 1] (Section 2), let us define time t in (K) and τ in (k)with the clocks at rest in each frame.
In this way, to the values x, y, z, t which define the place and time of an event in the still frame (K), there will correspond
the values ξ, η, ζ , τ that define the same event in the moving frame (k), and we have to find the system of equations that
link those values of coordinates and times.
First of all, it is clear that those equations must be linearaccording to the property of homogeneity which we ascribe to
the space and time.’’
Remark 5.1. Note that consideration of velocity vector along the X-axis is not a restriction: for an arbitrary velocity vector
v = const, one can choose the frame (K) so that its axis 0x be directed along the velocity vector. With identical scales,
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coordinates in both still andmoving system can be graduated in identical units with zero at the origin, thus homogeneously,
for both frames (K) and (k). Due to the assumed constancy of the speed of light, and ignoring the time of mirror reflection,
the abstract time of arrivals can also be assumed homogeneous within each of the system (K) and (k). In contrast, the real
time transmitted from points of arrival to the clocks by some physical processes is not homogeneous, as we shall see below.
However, non-homogeneous effects can be considered as additive perturbations to the nominal homogeneous flow of time
presented by classical relativity based on the abstract time. This approach is adopted below for its simplicity and clarity,
using Einstein’s original equations for the passage to the real time.
5.1. Einstein’s derivation of the time transformation [1, Section 3]
‘‘If we denote x′ = x − vt , then it is clear that to a point at rest in the system (k) will correspond certain, independent
of time values x′, y, z. Let us determine τ as function of x′, y, z, t , which would mean that τ corresponds to the readings of
clocks at rest in the moving frame (k) synchronized with the clocks in the still frame (K) by the rule (1).’’
Choosing in (1) the point A as the origin of the moving frame (k) and sending at the moment τ0 = tA a ray of light along
the X-axis to the point x′ (point B) which ray is reflected back at the moment τ1 = tB to the origin where it comes at the
moment τ2 = t ′A, we have from (1) the following equation: τ1−τ0 = τ2−τ1 which is written in [1, Section 3], quote from [2,
p. 14, the first equation], in the form:
‘‘0.5(τ0 + τ2) = τ1, (6)
or, specifying the arguments of the function τ and using the principle of constancy of the speed of light in the system at rest
(K), we have
0.5[τ0(0, 0, 0, t)+ τ2(0, 0, 0, {t + x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)})] = τ1[x′, 0, 0, t + x′/(V − v)]. (7)
If x′ is taken infinitesimally small, then it follows
0.5[1/(V − v)+ 1/(V + v)]∂τ/∂t = ∂τ/∂x′ + [1/(V − v)]∂τ/∂t, (8)
or ∂τ/∂x′ + [v/(V 2 − v2)]∂τ/∂t = 0. (9)
Itmust be noted thatwe could take, instead of the origin, any other point to send a ray of light, therefore, the last equation
is valid for all values x′, y, z.
Since the light along the axes Y and Z , if observed from the systemat rest, always propagateswith the velocity (V 2−v2)0.5,
so the similar argument applied to these axes yields ∂τ/∂y = 0, ∂τ/∂z = 0. Since τ is a linear function, so from these
equations it follows
τ = a[t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)], (10)
where a = ϕ(v) is yet unknown function, and for brevity it is taken that at the origin of the moving frame (k) if τ = 0, so
also t = 0.’’ (Einstein’s notations, see [2, p. 14–15].)
Remark 5.2. Eq. (7) embodies Einstein’s idea that observed time depends on a physical process by which it is transmitted;
in particular, time τ transmitted by rays of light depends on x′, V , v which affect the value of time-shift due to finite speed
V of information transmittal. Eq. (7) presents the relation between τ and t, depending on x′, V , v in the process of time
synchronization by rays of light along the X-axis according to the requirement (1), or (6), thus, τ is the image of time in (k)
as appeared in (K) after departure of (k)with velocity v in direction of increasing x. The arguments in (7) can be explained as
follows. By the time the ray of light sent to the left from the origin of (k), the moving point A, at themoment τ0 with velocity
V cm/s reaches the point B, x′ ∈ (K), the point A has already moved away to the right at the length v cm per second with
frame (k), which amounts to a greater effective length between A′ and B at the moment τ1 of arrival at B, A
′
B(τ 1) > AB(τ 0),
increasing the time τ1 corresponding to the increased effective length A′B at the moment τ1, this yielding the difference
τ1 − τ0 = x′/(V − v), see (7). For the ray reflected from B to A′ , the picture is reversed, BA′(τ 1) < BA′′(τ 2), yielding
τ2 − τ1 = x′/(V + v), which decreases the time τ2 since V = const, no matter if light propagates contrary to v for the ray
AB, or in the same direction as v for the ray BA′′.
Remark 5.3. The transition from (7) to (8) includes division by infinitesimally small common factor x′ which is correct only
for linear solutions as in (10). If clock readings in (6) contain imprecision, whatever small it may be, then Eq. (7) will contain
a constant term δ, so that such division will create a pole δ/x′ in (8) and (9) around x′ = 0. The first order representation in
(8) and (9) contains an implicit assumption that there exists a unique linear time surface τ(t, x′), a plane in τ t0x′yz parallel
to the axes 0y, 0z, such as (10), containing the time curves corresponding to intervals between the moments τ0τ1τ2 in (6)
and (7) and continuous at x′ = 0. According to the principle of Fermat that the actual path of the propagation of light from
point A to point B is such that the time T required to traverse this path is extremal with respect to that required for any
other conceivable path between these points: δT = δ ∫ dl(r)/v(r) = 0, where r = (x, y, z), l(r) is the element of length
of the path from A to B, this surface must be totally extremal with respect to neighboring surfaces in the sense of [8, pp.
1342–1343], and its linearity is not automatic. When a ray of light propagates in the air with different densities at different
heights, continuous refraction takes place, thus, V 6= const, in which case such surface may not exist. Extension to cases
with V 6= const and/or v 6= const require major modifications.
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5.2. Alternative derivation of the time transformation
For more than a century, time and again, different reservations and/or doubts appeared in the literature as to the validity
and precision of the classical relativity theory. This was, in part, caused by some ambiguities and implicit assumptions
contained in Einstein’s original derivation, as noted in Remarks 5.1 and 5.3. To dispel any doubt and tomake special relativity
theory understandable even to high school students, we present here an elementary derivation of its time transformation,
without partial derivatives, nor division by infinitesimally small x′, nor any a priori assumptions about the existence of the
surface or some properties implied by Einstein’s original derivation (6)–(10). For an important result, even experimentally
confirmed, an independent alternative proof may be of interest, and it will also allow us to include time delays due to
information transmittal into Einstein’s time transformation, in a simple and transparent way.
The special relativity theory starts from the synchronization equation (6) and its mathematical representation (7) for a
ray of light along X-axis (thus, vectors V , v, 0x, 0ξ are collinear), which is simple and clear to understand, see Remark 5.2.
Following Einstein, we assume the constancy of V and v, |v| < V , and his synchronization method (6) and (7) based on
the physical process of light propagation, but nothing else. Now, let us try to find a linear function with undetermined
coefficients
τ(x′, y, z, t) = at + bx′, a, b = const, (11)
that would satisfy Eq. (7) identically with respect to t and x′. Substituting (11) into (7) and noting that y = z ≡ 0 in (7), for
a ray of light along the X-axis, we have
0.5[at + a{t + x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)}] ≡ bx′ + a[t + x′/(V − v)], ∀t,∀x′. (12)
Multiplying (12) by 2 and canceling the terms with at on both sides, we get
a[x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)] ≡ 2x′[b+ a/(V − v)], ∀x′. (13)
Simplifying (13), without division by x′, we see that the identity holds if and only if the constants a and b are chosen from
the equation
aV/(V 2 − v2) = b+ a/(V − v), |v| < V , (14)
that is,
b = aV/(V 2 − v2)− a/(V − v) = −av/(V 2 − v2), (15)
yielding in (11)
τ(x′, y, z, t) = a[t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)], |v| < V , (16)
which coincideswith (10).We see that a linear homogeneous time transformation (16) corresponding to the synchronization
equations (6) and (7) exists for all t, x′, |v| < V , with arbitrary non-zero calibrating factor a(.) to be determined by additional
requirements.
Substituting x′ = x− vt into (16) yields
τ = a[t − v(x− vt)/(V 2 − v2)] = aα2(t − vx/V 2), α2 = V 2/(V 2 − v2), (17)
so that the abstract time τ is really homogeneous in t, x′ of (16) and in t, x of (17).
It is worth noting that if v = 0 then (13) reduces to 2x′b ≡ 0, thus, b = 0 in (11), and we return to Newtonian time
τ = at with arbitrary constant scale factor a 6= 0, in which case τ does not depend on x′, and Eqs. (7) and (12) become
trivial identities. According to initial conditions, a constant may be added in (11), which constant is cancelled out after the
substitution of (11) into (6) and (7).
The analogue of this case is obtained for the Y -axis and the Z-axis with rays of light along those axes propagating with
velocity w = (V 2 − v2)0.5, if observed from the system at rest, the same for direct and reflected rays. Instead of Eq. (7), we
would have for the Y -axis, noting that τ does not depend on x′, z for this case:
0.5[τ0(0, y, 0, t)+ τ2(0, y, 0, t + 2y/w)] = τ1(0, 0, 0, t + y/w). (18)
Comparing (18) with (7), one can see that for a common function τ(x′, y, z, t), Eq. (7) with a ray of light along the X-axis
does not depend on y, z which implies zeros in the 2nd and 3rd place of τ(.) in Eq. (7). With a ray of light along the Y -axis,
Eq. (7) would not depend on x′, z which implies zeros in the 1st and 3rd place in (18). As concerns the 2nd place in τ(.) of
(18), it corresponds to a ray of light sent at a moment t from a point A on Y -axis where y > 0, see τ0(.), to the origin of (k),
point B with y = 0, see τ1(.), then reflected back to A with the same y > 0, see τ2(.) in (18). In the 4th place of τ(.) in (18),
we see the same entries as in (7) with different time segments for distances covered by the ray of light: y/w for AB in τ1(.)
and 2yw for AB+BA (reflected light) in τ2(.), same as in (7) with a difference that along the Y -axis we observe velocity w,
same for direct and reflected rays, so the time y/w in (18) plays the role of the terms x′/(V ± v) in (7).
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Now, for τ = at + bx′ + hy+ rz we obtain from (18) multiplied by 2, cf. (12) and (13):
hy+ at + hy+ a(t + 2y/w) ≡ 2a(t + y/w), ∀t,∀y, (19)
yielding, after cancellation of identical terms, the relation 2hy ≡ 0, thus h = 0, and in the same way for Z-axis we would
have r = 0. Hence, model (11) is valid for all three axes.
We see that linear homogeneous transformations (16) and (17) not depending on y, z are universal for all three axes
X, Y , Z in (K) but only for the case considered by Einsteinwhen vectors v, 0x, 0ξ are collinear. For applications, it means that
coordinate axes 0xyz, 0ξηζ must be chosen in such a way that 0x, 0ξ are collinear with vector v = const, for translational
motions only of one system with respect to another, cf. Remark 5.1.
6. Synchronization equation in real time
Time delays due to finite speed of information transmittal and another possible delay due to the time of mirror reflection
are examples of micro-effects, negligible in most situations of everyday life but prone to present major problems in cases
when we are dealing with small particles moving at high velocities or studying objects distant from Earth. In Newtonian
mechanics, the intuitive notion of time is perceived as absolute and time transmittal as instantaneous. The experimentally
confirmed constancy of the speed of light in isotropic media and its independence of the velocity of a source of light in
a frame at rest, see (2), implies the relativity with respect to the abstract times (moments) of arrival in a still or moving
with a constant speed reference system, with notable difference in those times of arrival, this yielding the 4DMinkovski’s
space–time frame (with time and space fused in one single setting). However, the times of arrival do not account for delays
caused by finite time of information transmittal as indicated in (3) where observed moments do not coincide with the
moments of arrival of a ray of light in (1) and (2) considered in [1, Section 1]. Since all physical processes depend on the
real time of events, after information thereof has been transmitted and received,we need to include delays due to information
transmittal into equations of relativity theory. This is important for computation and control which is realized through
physical processes, thus, in real time different from the time rendered by the elegant abstract time formulae (10) and (17).
According to Einstein’s notation, the synchronization condition (1) written in the form (6) with time delays as indicated
in (3) implies that in real time the synchronization equation (7) has a different form:
0.5[τ0(0, 0, 0, t + δA)+ τ2(0, 0, 0, {t + δA + x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)})]
= τ1[x′, 0, 0, t + τ o + δB + x′/(V − v)], (20)
which means that signals for image time in (20) are received later, thus, real time solution of (20) contains delays due to
information transmittal from points of arrival to the sensors (clocks, observers) that register the time τ .
To find a linear function τ ∗(.) that solves (20), we have to use, instead of (11), a non-homogeneous linear function:
τ ∗(x′, y, z, t) = a(t + p)+ b(x′ + q), a, b, p, q = const, (21)
yielding, instead of (12), the identity:
0.5[a(t + δA + p)+ a{t + δA + p+ x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)}]
≡ b(x′ + q)+ a[t + τ o + δB + p+ x′/(V − v)], ∀t,∀x′. (22)
Multiplying (22) by 2 and canceling the terms with at and ap on both sides, we get:
a[2δA + x′/(V − v)+ x′/(V + v)] ≡ 2b(x′ + q)+ 2a(τ o + δB)+ 2ax′/(V − v), ∀x′. (23)
Simplifying (23), we have
x′[b+ av/(V 2 − v2)] + bq+ a(τ o + δB − δA) ≡ 0, ∀x′, (24)
so that identities (22)–(24) hold if and only if a, b and q are chosen from the equations
b+ av/(V 2 − v2) = 0, bq+ a(τ o + δB − δA) = 0, (25)
which yield the real time transformation:
τ ∗(x′, y, z, t) = a(t + p)+ b(x′ + q) = a[t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)] + ap− a(τ o + δB − δA). (26)
In abstract time (without delays), we have τ ∗ ≡ τ of (16), thus, p = 0, yielding
τ ∗ = a[t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)] − aδ = a[(t − δ)− vx′/(V 2 − v2)] (27)
= aα2(t − vx/V 2)− aδ, α2 = V 2/(V 2 − v2), δ = τ o + δB − δA. (28)
The reader can see that (27) satisfies (18) for the Y -axis, and the same for the Z-axis, since the term−aδ cancels out. It is
instructive that transmittal delays are calibrated by the same factor a(.) as the bracket defining τ -time of (k) in (10), (16) and
(27). If the value t∗ = t− δ could be observed at past moments of the abstract time t as written in the parenthesis in (27) at
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right and considered instead of t-entries in (7), (10), (16) and (20), then (27) would coincide with (10) up to notation t := t∗,
leading to the same transformation for τ ∗(t∗, .) in (27) as for τ(t, .) in (10) and (16). However, such ‘‘advance observation’’
is physically impossible because the ray of light is sent [1, Section 3] at themoment τ0 = tA and cannot be ‘‘observed’’ earlier
at tA− δ to compensate for information transmittal delays. The observed τ ∗-image in (K) corresponds to its source-process
in (k), whereas moments in the abstract τ -time are undetectable.
The observed data are always in real time. If computations using those data aremadewith the abstract time formula (10),
or (17), thus assuming δ = 0, unexpected substantial errors may be introduced in computations. Note that t in x′ = x− vt
is not measured, thus, not subject to time delay due to information transmittal. Also, an affine transformation of the type
(21) cannot be obtained from a partial differential equation since differentiating τ ∗ of (21) would cancel additive constants
p, q, of which p is not required and q is proportional to an additive time delay due to information transmittal.
The affine transformation formulae (27) and (28) reflect the fact that real time relativistic transformations present an
affinely connected time–space structure with affinors being conditioned on the actually interacting physical processes. This
structure becomes the homogeneous 4D time–space if time delays due to information transmittal are ignored.
If the clocks and their positions are identical, then δA = δB and δ = τ o ≥ 0. Since time of mirror reflection, if
positive, is of the order 10−10 s, see [5], the term |aδ| in (27) and (28) is small since a < 1, see the sequel. A non-zero
1τ = τ − τ ∗ = aδ = a(τ o + δB − δA) has important physical implications. Indeed, if at a moment t of the still system
(K) an event is observed in a moving system (k), then its abstract time τ < t , due to (10), see also (38) in Section 7, and its
real time τ ∗ < τ if δ > 0. It means that if an event is observed in (K) at a moment t , which corresponds to τ in abstract
time, this event has already passed in real time,τ ∗ < τ , if we consider the events (t, τ ) defined by (10) as ‘‘simultaneous’’,
by definition (1) of simultaneity that is embodied in (6) and (10). This has direct implications for control of moving bodies,
in (k), by signals from a still frame (K): control of a moving body from a still point acts in real time. If (10) is used for time
calibration of an automatic control system, the control signal would not be synchronizedwith the event it has to control. It is
worth noting that V does not have to be the speed of light, but any constant speed of a signal with a kind of ‘‘reflection’’ that
provides connection between physical processes in the two systems. Moreover, if V 6= const, there would exist relativistic
effects anyway between two moving frames connected by signals carried by certain physical processes. Relativistic effects
are natural and always intact with or without the constancy of the speed of connecting signals and/or the speeds of moving
media. However, the time-coordinate transformations for variable speeds would be different andmore complicated than in
the classical relativity theory.
7. Calibrating factor for relativistic transformations
Since time delays in (26)–(28) are calibrated by the same factor a(.) as the abstract time transformations (10), (16) and
(17), it is sufficient to consider the relativistic transformations based on (10), that is, for abstract time (time of arrivals),
without time delays due to finite speed of information transmittal. Given, according to experiments, that light in a moving
system (k) propagates with the same speed V , Einstein writes [2, p. 15]: ‘‘For a ray of light issued at the moment τ = 0 in
direction of increasing ξ , we have ξ = Vτ , or ξ = aV [t − x′v/(V 2− v2)]. However, with respect to the origin of system (k),
the ray of light, if observed in the still system (K), propagates with the speed V − v, so it follows
x′/(V − v) = t. (29)
Substituting this t into equation for ξ , we get ξ = ax′V 2/(V 2 − v2).’’ Now, with x′ = x− vt in the expression for ξ , and
for τ in (10), it yields
τ = a[t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)] = aα2(t − vx/V 2), α2 = V 2/(V 2 − v2), (30)
ξ = ax′V 2/(V 2 − v2) = aα2(x− vt). (31)
Further, Einstein writes [2, p. 15]: ‘‘Considering rays propagating along two other axes, we find
η = Vτ = aV [t − vx′/(V 2 − v2)], whereby t = y/(V 2 − v2)0.5, x′ = 0, (32)
hence (with our notation in (28) for α2),
η = aVy/(V 2 − v2)0.5 = aαy, ζ = aVz/(V 2 − v2)0.5 = aαz.’’ (33)
To determine the function a(v, V ) in (30)–(33), Einstein writes in [2, pp. 16–17]: ‘‘For this purpose, we introduce one
more, the third coordinate system (K ′), which with respect to system (k) is in translational motion parallel to ξ -axis in such
a way that its origin moves with velocity −v along ξ -axis. Suppose that at the moment t = 0 all three axes coincide, and
for t = x = y = z = 0 the time t ′ in (K ′) is 0. Suppose that x′, y′, z ′ are coordinates measured in system (K ′). After applying
twice our transformation formulae (30), (31) and (33), we obtain’’ (our derivation in (34)–(38)):
t ′ = aα2(τ + vξ/V 2) = a2α4[t − vx/V 2 + v(x− vt)/V 2] = a2α2t, (34)
x′ = aα2(ξ + vτ) = a2α4(x− vt + vt − v2x/V 2) = a2α2x, a > 0, (35)
y′ = aαη = a2α2y, z ′ = aαζ = a2α2z. (36)
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‘‘Since relations between x′, y′, z ′ and x, y, z do not contain time, the systems (K) and (K ′) are at rest with respect to each
other, so it is clear that transformation from (K) into (K ′)must be the identity transformation.’’ [2, p. 17] Hence, a2α2 = 1
and also aα = 1 since the axes η, y and ζ , z have the same directions. Now, using the value α2 from (30), we get, with
Einstein’s notation for β > 0:
a2α2 = a2V 2/(V 2 − v2) = 1, a = [1− (v/V )2]0.5, aα2 = [1− (v/V )2]−0.5 = β. (37)
Substituting the values of aα2 = β from (37) into (30) and (31) and aα = 1 into (33) yields relativistic transformations [1,
2] well known in the literature:
τ = β(t − vx/V 2), ξ = β(x− vt), η = y, ζ = z, β = [1− (v/V )2]−0.5 ≥ 1, (38)
where β is the calibration factor corresponding to (1), (9), (10) and (34)–(36). Since α2 = β2, so a = β−1 in (10), (16)
and (28). Note that (38) are invertible with determinant 1 = β−2v−1 > 0 for the first two equations, if 0 < v < V .
For v ∈ [0, V ) we have β ∈ [1,∞) monotonically increasing. If (K) is observed from the moving frame (k), then one
has to invert (38) and replace v for −v with which (K) moves with respect to (k) if (k) is considered ‘‘at rest’’, yielding
t = β(τ − vξ/V 2), x = β(ξ − vτ), same as in (38). If ξ = vτ , then observer in (k) ‘‘sees’’ x = 0, at rest, but
t = βτ(1 − v2/V 2) = τβ−1 < τ , contraction of time in (K) if observed from (k). This same contraction takes effect
for τ in (k) if observed from (K)which follows from (38) at x = vt : τ = β−1t < t .
The relativistic contraction of time is experimentally confirmed by discovery ofµ-mesons at sea level. These are particles
born in cosmic rays that have a short lifetime about 2 microseconds (in observed τ -time). They are moving with velocity
that equals 99.5% of the speed of light which amounts to v = 2.985 × 1010 cm/s = 2.985 × 108 m/s. With this velocity
and lifetime of τ 0 = 2 × 10−6 s, these particles could enter the atmosphere not deeper than at l = vτ 0 ∼= 600 m.
However, the observed τ 0-lifetime actually represents the contracted natural lifetime t0 = βτ 0 = (1 − v2/V 2)−0.5 τ 0 =
(1 − 0.990025)−0.5 τ 0 = 10τ 0, during which the particles would enter the atmosphere at l0 = vt0 = 10v τ 0 = 6000 m
that corresponds to the sea level at whichµ-mesons have been discovered. It means that they exist not by our observations
within the span of τ 0-lifetime, but by their own nature within their natural t0-lifetime.
If we observe a process unfolding in a moving frame using rays of light or radar, the unit of time1t in the motion of that
process seems shorter,1τ = β−11t < 1t . It is instructive that contraction of time happens in exactly the same proportion
β−1 < 1 as contraction of the size of a solid in direction of the velocity v of a moving frame [1, Section 4]; [2, p. 18], cf. (47)
in Section 8. It proves the perfect similarity in contraction of time and of the relativistic coordinate along the right line of
velocity, in accordance with (2).
Remark 7.1. Coordinates τ , ξ, η, ζ in transformations (38) present the image of a process unfolding in coordinates t, x, y, z.
Indeed, if v = 0, then in (38) we have β = 1, τ ≡ t, ξ ≡ x; however, if v = const > 0, then this process which
remains the same by the principle of relativity, Law 1, seems to be different if observed from a still system (K) since τ 6= t and
ξ 6= x. This image is in one-to-one continuous correspondence (a mapping) with its pre-image (original process) unfolding
in coordinates t, x, y, z.
7.1. Verification by spherical wave propagation
To prove the consistency of two principles (the principle of relativity, and the principle of constancy of the speed of light),
Einstein writes [2, p. 16]: ‘‘Suppose that at the moment t = τ = 0 from the common, at this moment, origin of two frames,
a spherical wave is sent which propagates in frame (K) with the speed V . If (x, y, z) is a point to which comes this wave,
then we have
x2 + y2 + z2 = V 2t2.’’ (39)
If the speed of light is the same in the moving frame (k), then this equation must hold also for (ξ, η, ζ , τ ), that is
ξ 2 + η2 + ζ 2 = V 2τ 2. (40)
Let us check it for transformations (38), as asserted in [2, p. 16] for any a = ϕ(v). Substituting (38) into (40), we have
β2(x− vt)2 + y2 + z2 = V 2β2(t − vx/V 2)2. (41)
Squaring the parentheses and simplifying yields
β2(x2 − 2txv + v2t2)+ y2 + z2 = β2(V 2t2 − 2txv + x2v2/V 2). (42)
Canceling the term−2txvβ2 on both sides, substituting β by its expression from (38), and multiplying by (V 2 − v2), we
get
V 2(x2 + v2t2)+ (V 2 − v2)(y2 + z2) = V 2(V 2t2 + x2v2/V 2). (43)
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Rearranging the terms in (43), we have
V 2(x2 + y2 + z2)+ V 2v2t2 − v2(y2 + z2) = V 4t2 + x2v2. (44)
Due to (39), the first terms at left and at right cancel out. Dividing the remaining equality by v2 and taking the parenthesis
to the right-hand side, we obtain (39) again. Noting that Eqs. (38) are invertible proves equality (40) which holds in the
moving frame (k) under the transformations (38), and Einstein writes: ‘‘Thereby it is proven that our two main principles
are consistent’’ [2, p. 16]. This also provides the second proof for the consistency of transformations (38), and for the correct
values of calibrating factors β in (38) and a = β−1 in (10), (16) and (17).
8. Relativistic image rectification and process retrieval
Suppose that systems (K) and (k) coincide, that is, v = 0, β = 1, τ = t, ξ = x, η = y, ζ = z, cf. (38), and two identical
processes unfold: one in (k), say, a motion ξ(τ ), and the same motion x(t) in (K) which two motions coincide since the
frames, time and coordinates coincide. Now, assume that system (k) is in motion with velocity v = const > 0 along the
X-axis of the frame (K) which is at rest. According to the principle of relativity, see Section 2, Law 1, the process in (k) is
unchanged, just moving forward with (k) at the speed v = const along the axis 0x ∈ (K), and it remains identical to its
double (twin process) x(t) in (K). However, with the clocks synchronized by a ray of light, its observed image ξ(τ ) in (K)
would be different anddepending on a point x ∈ (K) of observation, according to relativistic transformations (38). Physically,
it means that all processes in a moving frame (k) are distorted when observed from a still frame (K). This distortion
is naturally produced by the use of information transmittal signals in abstract time, even if the observation instruments
were absolutely precise with their action assumed force-free, in spite of Heisenberg’s relation. The errors due to real time
uncertainty, imprecision of instruments and to distorting effect of the measurement action are added to the image. In this
section, we consider purely relativistic distortion in abstract time.
Case 1 (Einstein [1, Section 4]).With respect to (38), Einstein writes (translation from [2, p. 18]): ‘‘Consider a ball of radius
R being at rest with respect to the moving system (k), whereby the center of the ball coincides with the origin of system (k).
Equation of the surface of the ball moving with respect to system (K)with velocity v has the form
ξ 2 + η2 + ζ 2 = R2. (45)
The equation of this surface, expressed through x, y, z, at the moment t = 0 is
β2x2 + y2 + z2 = R2. (46)
Hence, a solid, which at rest has the form of a ball, while in motion – if observed from the still system – takes the form of
ellipsoid of revolution with half-axes
R[1− (v/V )2]0.5, R, R. (47)
As dimensions of a ball (so also every other solid of any form) do not change in motion with respect to axes Y , Z ,
dimensions with respect to X become contracted in the proportion 1:[1 − (v/V )2]0.5, and more contracted with higher
v. For v→ V , all moving objects, observed from the still system, are flattened and transformed into plane pieces.’’
Remark 8.1. Note that the original ball (45) in (k) did not contract, — it is its image in (K) in coordinates x, y, z that is
contracted into a circle in the limit as v → V . To retrieve the real form of a solid at rest in (k) on the basis of its image in
(K), we have to perform de-contraction in the same proportion along the X-axis of (K) for the actual value of the speed v
at which (k)moves with respect to (K). Representation (45) ascribes to (k) the coordinates ξ, η, ζ as coordinates observed
in (K). Before the start of the motion, both systems, (K) and (k), have the same natural coordinates t, x, y, z, in which all
processes are unfolding in (K) and in (k). However, after the start of the motion of (k) with velocity v = const > 0, only
the images of processes in (k) are observed in (K), in the image coordinates τ , ξ, η, ζ which, after conversion by (38) into
the natural proper coordinates t, x, y, z in (K), produce the observed effect of contraction. Thus, with the special relativity
transformations (38), a moving system (k) is, in fact, endowed with two sets of coordinates: its natural coordinates t, x, y, z,
which are preserved by the principle of relativity, Law 1 in Section 2, in which processes in (k) are really unfolding, and its
transformed coordinates τ , ξ, η, ζ observed in (K), in which all those processes in (k) seem distorted and contracted. That
is why de-contraction and rectification of the images in (K) is necessary for retrieval of the actual processes in (k).
Case 2. Consider a motion in (k) whose image in (K) is observed as {ξ(τ ), η(τ ), ζ (τ )} according to transformations (38).
From the first two equations in (38), we have
dτ = β(dt − vdx/V 2), dξ = β(dx− vdt). (48)
Denoting the velocities dξ/dτ = ξ ′, dx/dt = x′ (not to be confused with Einstein’s notation x′ = x− vt), we have from
Eqs. (48):
ξ ′(τ ) = (x′ − v)/(1− vx′/V 2), (49)
x′(t) = (ξ ′ + v)/(1+ vξ ′/V 2). (50)
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For constant velocities ξ ′ = wξ = const, x′ = const, the reader can recognize in (50) Einstein’s law of addition of
velocities, see [1, Section 5]; [2, p. 20], and its inverse in (49), which can be obtained from one another by replacing v, x′
with−v, ξ ′. From the first equation of (48) and the equation in (50), we have for x′ 6= v
dτ/dt = β(1− vx′/V 2) = β−1/(1+ vξ ′/V 2)→ 0, thus, dt/dτ →∞, as v→ V ,∀τ ,∀ξ ′, (51)
and the same for x′ = v, dτ/dt = β−1 → 0. Relations (51) demonstrate distortion of time τ ∈ (k) observed in the still
system (K) and its eventual degradation as v → V that vacates (annuls, voids, leaves empty) all observations made in (K)
about the processes evolving in (k), without stopping those processes. It means that instruments using signals propagating
with the speed V go blind and cannot provide any reliable information about the processes evolving in (k) if its speed v is
close to V . Noting that dη/dτ = dy/dτ = (dy/dt)(dt/dτ), we obtain from (51) for two other axes, in similar notations:
η′ = βy′(1+ vξ ′/V 2)→∞, ζ ′ = βz ′(1+ vξ ′/V 2)→∞, as v→ V . (52)
Relations (52) demonstrate that, despite the non-distorted point-wise images η = y, ζ = z in (38), the velocities of
corresponding motions with respect to the synchronized time τ are distorted: η′ 6= y′, ζ ′ 6= z ′, and affected by the motion
along the ξ -axis in (k). It means that coordinate configuration of a process being observed and its dynamics are distorted by
signals transmitting the information.
Case 3. Application to particle accelerators. The measurements and the pattern of the particle behavior at speeds close to
the speed of light obtained from experiments on particle accelerators present an image of their real behavior with distortion
that depends on the actual parameters of the experiment. To obtain the realistic pattern of the behavior of particles, this
image should be rectified and de-contracted by computation of the pre-image corresponding to the actual parameters of
the experiment within the margin of the achievable precision. The example ofµ-mesons presents an illustration: a lifetime
of two microseconds (the image-time) observed in one experiment would not allow them to appear at the sea level where
another experiment actually detected them at that level. This enigma is resolved in a simple way: 10 times de-contraction
of the image of their lifetime, according to the relativistic time-transformation, renders their true lifetime, and shows them
reaching the sea level at which they have been actually discovered in further experiments, see Section 7.
Case 4. Application to cases with low speed signal propagation. These are the cases when other signals transmitting the
information are used with a much lower speed of propagation, such as fluid currents (blood circulation), electrical current,
chemical reactions, sound, and signals provided by other processes. In these cases, the relative speed v of the moving frame
(k) can be equal or greater than the speed V of information transmitting signals. If v ≥ V , then communication between
systems (k) and (K) is impossible. However, if the observation device (clock) can be set in motion in (K) with velocity w
such that v−w < V , then with this device (moving in (K)with velocityw) the processes in (k) become observable. Similar
situation happens for backward motions in (k)with speeds wi such that v − wi < V . Those motions are observable in (K),
this leading to problems of relativistic observation under incomplete information for which set-contraction methods, see,
e.g., [10] and references therein, can be useful. Such problems are beyond the scope of this paper.
9. The γ-representation of relativistic transformations
Einstein’s relativistic transformations (38) depend on velocities v, V which are assumed constant in the theoreticalmodel
(1), (2), (6) and (7) that explainedmany natural effects discovered in experiments [1, Sections 7–10]. However, if the relative
velocity v is not known, it must be identified in order to use transformations (38) in computation and control of motion.
Suppose that at a point x = const on Earth, system (K), the distance from a body (asteroid, spacecraft) traveling along the
right line xξ that remains still in the universe is continuously measured by rays of light or radar propagating with the speed
V that are reflected from the body, yielding a C1 function ξ(t) = V1t = V (t ′B − tB) 6= Vτ measured with respect to the
time t in (K) by an observer at x ∈ (K), on Earth.
Lemma 9.1. The Einstein relativistic transformations (38) are valid for the observer at a still point x ∈ (K) and a body at varying
distance ξ(t) along a right line xξ if and only if dξ/dt = p = const, irrespective of time delays due to information transmittal
or other additive imprecision that may affect the measurements of ξ(t)made at x.
Proof. If we choose the axes 0x and 0ξ of the frames (K) and (k) along the line xξ , the observer at x and the body at ξ are
exactly in the configuration considered by Einstein (Sections 2 and 5), with a difference that the synchronizing ray of light
ABA′′ := A → x′ → ξ in Einstein’s scheme is now used in the opposite direction BA′B := x → ξ → x to measure the
‘‘distance’’ 2xξ = 2BA′, not to synchronize the timing τ(t, .) which remains unknown. Since the distances covered by the
rays are equal, AB+BA′ = BA′+A′B, and include the same distance AA′ traveled by the body during the time needed by the
ray to be reflected at ξ = A′ and returned to x = B, it follows that Einstein’s arguments stay intact, with a difference that,
instead of synchronizing the clocks and finding the time function τ(t, x, v, V ), the distance function ξ(x, t, p, V ) is sought
which should be identical to ξ = β(x− vt) of (38), if for themeasured p = dξ/dt = const the transformations (38) hold.
Differentiating ξ(t) of (38) with x = const, v = const,we try to find v such that
dξ/dt = −βv = −v[1− (v/V )2]−0.5 = p. (53)
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Solving (53) for v, we get
v = −p[1+ (p/V )2]−0.5 = −pγ−1(p), β(v) = γ (p) = [1+ (p/V )2]0.5, (54)
which yields, after the substitution of v(p), β(v) into (38)
τ = β(t − vx/V 2) ≡ γ (p)t + px/V 2, γ (p) = [1+ (p/V )2]0.5, (55)
ξ = β(x− vt) ≡ γ (p)x+ pt, p = dξ/dt = const. (56)
Identities (54)–(56) complete the proof and allow us to identify the actual velocity v and Einstein’s relativistic
transformations (38) on the basis of direct measurement of p in (56), irrespective of additive imprecision in ξ(t) cancelled
by differentiation in (53). It follows from (53) that v = 0 if p = 0, and if p 6= 0, then v2 < p2 and v2 < V 2, thus the physical
condition |v| < V assumed in [1, Section 4] is automatically satisfied. 
In Einstein’s setting, the constant velocity v > 0 was chosen in direction of increasing x ∈ (K). According to (53), it
implies the following:
(1) if p > 0, then v < 0, so that the body at ξmoves towards the observer at x;
(2) if p < 0, then v > 0, so that the body at ξmoves away from the observer at x;
(3) if p = 0, then v = 0, and the distance from x to the body remains constant;
(4) if p = dξ/dt 6= const, then v(t) 6= const, and Einstein’s transformations are inapplicable to the case since Eq. (7) is
invalid for variable v(t). The relativity as natural phenomenon stays intact, but transformations are different.
The formulae in (54)–(56) render the γ -representation of Einstein’s parameters v, β(v) and functions τ(.), ξ(.) in (55)
and (56) at left through the experimentally measured parameter p = dξ/dt , if p = const. The reader can check that the
γ -representation verifies the spherical wave propagation conditions (39) and (40) in Section 7.1.
10. Relativistic transformations in real time
The calibrating factorβ = [1−(v/V )2]−0.5 of (38) is defined by sequential application in (34)–(36) of the same relativistic
transformations for+v and−v and making use of the axiom that superposition of two rectilinear motions with equal and
opposite velocities (+v− v = 0), leaves the frame at rest, thus, (K ′) ≡ (K) can be considered identical. Seemingly obvious,
and correct for abstract time, this conclusion does not hold for the real time that is measured (observed), thus, includes
natural time delays due to finite speed of information transmittal. Indeed, due to time delays and to positive orientation of
the flow of time, for system (k)moving with a speed+v with respect to (K), the real time τ ∗ < τ < t , if δ > 0, see (27) and
(10) with a(.) = β−1 < 1. For system (K ′)moving with the speed−v with respect to (k), the real time t ′ < τ ∗ again, thus
system (K ′) has its real (measured, registered) time t ′ < t despite being at rest in (K) endowed with time t . In fact, even
if (K ′) coincides with (K) at the very beginning, (K ′) ≡ (K), but its time t ′ ∈ (K ′) is synchronized with t ∈ (K) by a ray of
light using two identical clocks or one clock with a mirror in (K), then t ′ < t . Since coordinate x′ in (K ′) depends on time
measured with a ray of light using a moving mirror in (k), it is not equal to x in (K). Only if δ = 0, v = 0 in (28), the identity
(K ′) ≡ (K) takes place. According to its linguistic sense, the word identity means exact identity. The principle of relativity
notwithstanding:
Identity of two physical processes cannot be detected, unless time delays cancel out in a specific setup of experiments, see [5].
To obtain the coordinate transformations in real time, we can repeat Einstein’s arguments cited in Section 7 from [2,
p. 15] that led to Eqs. (31)–(33), using, instead of abstract time τ(.) defined by (10), (17) and (30), its real image τ ∗(.) of
(27) and (28) in Section 6. Einstein’s considerations are based on the argument that ‘‘For a ray of light issued at the moment
τ = 0 in direction of increasing ξ , we have ξ = Vτ . . . ’’, then ‘‘Considering rays propagating along two other axes, we
find η = Vτ . . . ’’, see (29)–(33) and corresponding quotes from [2, p. 15]. It means that coordinates (ξ , η, ζ , τ ) ∈ (k)
‘‘if observed in the still system (K)’’ are image coordinates delivered by rays of light in (k) during the image time τ , which
are observed in (K) and assigned notation (ξ , η, ζ , τ ) ∈ (k) related to natural coordinates (x, y, z, t) in (K) by means of
those rays of light (simply speaking, ‘‘seen’’ in (K) from (k)). Hence, all processes in (k) are observed in (K) as images, in
coordinates (ξ, η, ζ , τ ), distorted by relativistic effects due to light propagation embodied in Einstein’s transformations.
These relativistic coordinates are then subject to time delays due to non-instantaneous information transmittal leading to
the real time image coordinates (ξ ∗, η∗, ζ ∗, τ ∗) that are actually received in observation. To retrieve the original process
evolving in (k) from its image in coordinates (ξ ∗, η∗, ζ ∗, τ ∗) produced by rays of light plus time delays due to information
transmittal, one has to invert the resulting transformations based on relativity plus time delays and obtain the process
equations in natural coordinates (x, y, z, t) of (K)which are the true equations of that process in (k) by virtue of the principle
of relativity, with uncertainties carried by the real time coordinates (ξ ∗, η∗, ζ ∗, τ ∗).
Remark 10.1. In [1 (Section 4),2 (p. 18)], Einstein writes: ‘‘For velocities greater than the speed of light, our arguments lose
the sense; incidentally, from further arguments, it will be seen that the speed of light in our theory plays the role of the
infinitely large speed.’’ From this passage, a conclusion wasmade in popular literature that velocities greater than the speed
of light do not exist. This is, of course, a light-minded conclusion. The truth is that we do not knowwhether or not velocities
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greater than the speed of light may exist. It is certain, however, that we could not detect such velocities, even if they existed,
with signals moving not faster than the speed of light. But if we imagine that in a galaxy moving away with a speed greater
than the speed of light, V > c , there is a star moving back with a speed v, such that V −v < c , then this star can be detected
as moving with an ‘‘effective’’ speed v′ = V − v. Also, the limiting speed V in relativistic considerations is not necessarily
the speed of light, but the speed of the calibrating signal actually used for measurement and observation, e.g., the speed of
sound in thick fog. 
To account for time delays due to information transmittal, we have to consider in derivation (34)–(38) the real time τ ∗(.)
of (27) and (28) instead of the abstract time τ of (10), (17) and (30). Thus, we have, as compared with Einstein’s (30)–(33)
and (38):
τ ∗ = τ − aδ = aα2(t − vx/V 2)− aδ = β(t − vx/V 2)− β−1δ, δ = τ o + δB − δA, (57)
ξ ∗ = Vτ ∗ = Vτ − Vaδ = aα2(x− vt)− Vaδ = β(x− vt)− Vβ−1δ, β = [1− (v/V )2]−0.5 ≥ 1, (58)
η∗ = aαy− Vaδ = y− Vβ−1δ ζ ∗ = z − Vβ−1δ, β−1 = [1− (v/V )2]0.5 ≤ 1. (59)
Measuring distances by rays of light explains the large factor V = 3 × 1010 cm/s = 300,000 km/s in (58) and (59)
that magnifies the effect of small time delays in (57) between actual arrivals of the rays and their reception (detection) by
sensors, which affects the measurement, computation and control at large distances. This effect is not critical when low
speed signals transmit the information between processes interacting in real time.
If δ = 0, then (57)–(59) coincide with Einstein’s transformations (38). If δ = 0 and v = 0, then (57)–(59) become trivial
identities. However, if δ 6= 0, v = 0, then (57)–(59) present ‘transformations at rest’ relative to the information transmitting
signals alone. In case of classical relativity, those signals are rays of light or radar in moving media (v 6= 0). In general, those
signals may be any signals propagating with some velocity V 6= 0 in media at motion (v 6= 0) or at rest (v = 0) between
sensors (observers) at a distance. In this general sense, relativities are all around us, synchronizing physical, chemical, and
other life processes in their co-existence and interaction.
In reality, we may not know if system (k) is moving with a constant velocity v relatively to the ‘‘still’’ system (K), as
assumed by Einstein in his synchronization model [1, Section 2], see Section 2, Law 1. The only thing that can be measured
by rays of light from a point x ∈ (K) is the distance xξ ∗ along the right line xξ which is chosen to represent the axes 0x ∈ (K)
and 0ξ ∈ (k). Due to Lemma 9.1, the transformations (57)–(59) are valid if and only if for the measured distance ξ ∗(t) we
have dξ ∗/dt = p = const, inwhich case v andβ(v) are expressed through themeasured value of p in (54). If dξ ∗/dt 6= const
or xξ ∗(t) does not form a right line, or the right line is not still in space with respect to some still reference system, then
transformations (57)–(59) are invalid, so that the linear relativity theory does not apply to the case. In this paper, we study
only those motions and processes to which the linear relativity model applies when dξ ∗/dt = const.
Given (ξ ∗, η∗, ζ ∗, τ ∗, δ), Eqs. (57)–(59) are invertible for (x, y, z, t), and allow us to retrieve actual processes in a moving
frame (k), given their images observed from a still frame (K) in coordinates (ξ ∗, η∗, ζ ∗, τ ∗). Since δ cannot be known exactly,
it is important to evaluate its influence on the real values of time and coordinates in (57)–(59) of which (58) and (59) contain
common deducted value corresponding to time delay in reception of information:
1 = Vβ−1δ. (60)
For the case δB = δA we have δ = τ o ∼= 10−10 s, thus, with a = β−1 ≤ 1 distortion of time is negligible. On the
contrary, distortion of distances (coordinates) may be quite large. Indeed, for velocities v ∼= 300m/s with the speed of light
V = 3 × 108 m/s, we have β−1 = [1 − 10−12]0.5 ∼= 1, thus, 1o = Vβ−1τ o = 0.03 m = 3 cm. However, for δ = 0.1 s,
we have 1 = Vβ−1δ = 3 × 107 m = 30,000 km (equatorial diameter of Earth is 12,756 km). Imprecision (60) is present
in measurements of all three distance coordinates in (58) and (59), even at rest if v = 0. Thus, real time measurements
delivered by a ray of light or radar may include substantial errors in measurements of location.
Eqs. (38) present an approximation to the relativistic transformations in real time (57)–(59) expressed in the form of
perturbed abstract time transformations (38). In practice, the value of δ in (57) is included in time measurements. Indeed,
Einstein writes in [2, p. 16]: ‘‘If no suppositions are made about initial position of a moving system and a zero point of the
variable τ , then to each right-hand side of Eqs. (38) one has to append one additive constant’’. It means that, if Eqs. (57)–(59)
are used with real timemeasurements, then those additive constants are already included in the real time transformations
in accordance with actually realized value of δ.
If v → V , then β → ∞, β−1 → 0, so in (57)–(60) we have β−1δ → 0. However, from (38), (57) and (58) we see that
τ →∞, ξ →∞, τ ∗ →∞, ξ ∗ →∞, thus, physical processes in (k) become undetectable since their images in (K) cannot
be obtained in finite time. This situation means that in the limit as v → V , derivation of relativistic transformations loses
ground andmathematically breaks down, not admitting this limit. However, the situations when v is close to V are of much
practical interest, even if V is the speed of light, seeµ-meson example. If V is the speed of sound, or a lower speed, the ratio
v/V becomes of paramount importance, and if it is close to 1, the experiments would produce deceptive images and wrong
results. It implies that experiments and computations cannot give us more than the nature allows us to obtain through the signals
employed in those experiments and computations.
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11. Mars-Landing problem
Consider a simplified model of Earth and Mars in their orbital positions when the minimal distance between them is
56 million kilometers (once in 15 or 17 years). To study relativistic effects in the motion of a spacecraft between Earth and
Mars, assume that this configuration is preserved in elliptic motion of both planets around the Sun and that a spacecraft
travels along the straight line Earth–spacecraft–Mars, with landing on Mars. For such geometry of a still line Earth–Mars,
the coordinate system (K), with the origin at a point on Earth and the only axis 0x along which a spacecraft is moving by
reactive forces according to some equation x(t), t ∈ [0, T ], x(0) = 0, x(T ) = M , whereM is a point on Mars chosen for the
spacecraft landing, we have exactly the Einstein model described in Section 5, where the origin of the moving frame (k),
point A, is represented by the spacecraft. In this one-dimensional scheme, we have only two Eqs. (57) and (58):
τ ∗ = β(t − vx/V 2)− β−1δ, ξ ∗ = β(x− vt)− Vβ−1δ, β = [1− (v/V )2]−0.5 ≥ 1, δ = τ o + δB − δA, (61)
and if δ is ignored (δ = 0), we return to Einstein’s equations (38). However, the average velocity v = const, not known at
take-off, is to be computed in flight through the measured parameter p = dξ ∗/dt = const. It means that v, β(v) in (61)
when expressed through p by (54) present the relations different from (61) as follows, cf. (55) and (56):
τ ∗ = γ t + px/V 2 − γ−1δ, ξ ∗ = γ x+ pt − Vγ−1δ, γ = [1+ (p/V )2]0.5, δ = τ o + δB − δA. (62)
In reality, dynamics of the Mars module is affected by the relative motion of Mars with respect to Earth, which motion is
much more complicated since the average orbital speed of Mars is 24 km/s whereas for Earth it is 30 km/s, the full rotation
of Mars around its axis takes 41 min more than for Earth, the plane of the ecliptic of Mars makes 1.9◦ angle to that of Earth,
the surface gravity on Mars is gm = 0.38g = 3.724 m/s2 < 9.8 m/s2. However, to study purely relativistic effects in the
flight to Mars, we have to get clear of other complications, so we suppose that the above straight line geometry is frozen
during the flight of the spacecraft, so that classical Einstein’s model of (38) with y = z ≡ 0, or (61) with time delays, or its
modification (62) for feedback control based on measured values of p = dξ ∗/dt , applies to the Mars-Landing problem. This
supposition does not distort the problem: the spacecraft can simply be aimed at an advance point on the orbit.
Case 1. Non-relativistic consideration. If we set δ = 0 and consider low supersonic velocities, say v ≤ 3 km/s (≤ 9 Mach),
then γ = β = [1 − (v/V )2]−0.5 = [1 − 10−10]−0.5 ∼= 1, vx/V 2 ≤ 10−10x/3 small, so we obtain in (61) and (62):
τ ∗ ≡ τ ∼= t, ξ ∗ = ξ ∼= x − vt = x + pt < x. To get rid of relativity, we have either to set v = 0, which can be tested as
p = dξ ∗/dt ∼= 0, so that Newtonian considerations are valid on board of the spacecraft as observed from Earth, or to drop
relativity altogether, irrespective of consequences. In the last case, we have an elementary problem in coordinates x, t of a
point x(t)moving along the straight line 0M at some velocity v(t) ≤ 3000m/s, and reaching pointM onMars at some time
T ≥ 7.20 months, with soft landing v(T ) = 0. The problem has a simple solution: let x0 be the height of the module from
the surface of Mars and v0 be its velocity to Mars at the height x0 when the landing begins with application of a uniform
reactive braking force assuring constant deceleration dv/dt = −a. Then we have, with axis 0x directed from Mars to the
module:
v(t) = v0 − at, x(t) = x0 − v0t + 0.5at2, t ∈ [0, T ],
v(T ) = v0 − aT = 0, x(T ) = x0 − v0T + 0.5aT 2 = 0, (63)
yielding a = v0/T , T = 2x0/v0, a soft landing with assigned height x0 and time period T of descent, with the thrust
f = (a − g∗)m, where m is the mass of the module and g∗ < gm is the average gravity on Mars between the surface
and the height x0 of the module. Of course, other laws of descent with a 6= const can be designed at will, respecting the
boundary conditions v(T ) = 0, x(T ) = 0 for soft landing. For the minimum fuel soft landing, the Moon-Landing problem
with the same boundary conditions at t = 0 and T as in (63) is solved in [11, pp. 50–55]. For the bi-criteria problem of the
min-time and min-energy soft landing, a similar problem is solved in [12, pp. 144–147] with continuous control, no hard
impacts, and time–energy balance relation for a unit mass in the form: ET 3 = 2pi2x20, T ≥ (2pix0/P)0.5, with vertical velocity
v0 = 0,and x0 being the height of the orbit when the landing reactive force dv/dt = a(t) = |u| ≤ P , see [12, p. 144, (5.3)],
is applied for soft landing.
Case 2. Relativistic solution. Suppose that a spacecraft to Mars is launched from the lawn of a Center for Spacecraft
Control, so that radar rays for communication between the Center and the spacecraft propagate along the same straight
line 0M . Suppose that velocities v of the spacecraft (module) and V of the radar rays are constant and the instruments
for communication and control are absolutely precise. At the start, all instruments at the Center and in the module
operate in one and the same coordinate system (x, t) with perfect communication. When the spacecraft is in motion,
both systems remain tuned in (x, t) because all processes are preserved (the principle of relativity, see Section 2, Law 1).
However, since signals transmitting the information between the module and the Center propagate with a finite speed V ,
the Center receives distorted information from the module which, in abstract time, is in coordinates (ξ, τ ) according to
relativistic transformations (38). Since time delays due to information transmittal between the instruments (not by radar)
are added in the real time of signal reception, the values (x, t) aremodified according to real time transformations (61). Both
distortions are natural and unavoidable and should be accounted for by converting the image in (ξ ∗, τ ∗) into its pre-image
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in actual values (x, t). These transformations are obtained by resolving (61) or (62) for t, x, yielding the real time relativistic
transformer (converter) equations:
t = β(τ ∗ + vξ ∗/V 2)+ (1+ v/V )δ, x = β(ξ ∗ + vτ ∗)+ (V + v)δ, (64)
t = γ τ ∗ + δ, x = γ ξ ∗ + Vδ, γ = [1+ (p/V )2]0.5, δ = τ o + δB − δA. (65)
If δ = 0, then (ξ ∗, τ ∗) ≡ (ξ , τ ), and relations (64) present the inverse of Einstein’s transformations (38), cf. left equalities
in (34) and (35) with aα2 = β as in (37). If also v = 0, then β = γ = 1, so (64) and (65) become trivial identities. If
v = 0, δ 6= 0, then t = τ ∗ + δ, x = ξ ∗ + Vδ from (64) and (65) alike, presenting the time and distance relations for two
frames at rest, due to time delays in communication between the two frames.
After lift-off of the spacecraft, the Control Center is monitoring the time t and the height x(t), x(0) = 0, for some time
along the line 0M until the average cruising speed v = −p has been reached. At this point, coordinates (x, t), distorted
according to transformations (61), (64), or (62), (65), are denoted by (ξ ∗, τ ∗), for themodule (moving system (k)), after some
transient period of increasing speed v(t) ∈ [0, v], which period can only be estimated, since (ξ ∗, τ ∗) for variable v(t) are
undefined due to yet non-existent relativity theory for such case. Substituting the continuously measured (by radar) values
(ξ ∗, τ ∗) into the transformation equations (64) or (65), one can compute the actual coordinates (x, t) of the spacecraft in its
flight toMars along the line 0M , same notation is used in (63), in opposite direction. These coordinates can be used to correct,
if needed, the velocity v = −p of the module, and its direction, in another transient period during which the coordinates
(ξ ∗, τ ∗) are undefined again, and for a new value v0 6= v of velocity, the formulae (64) and (65) should be updated. Suppose
that at this speed v0 the landing motion in (63) will start at some height x0 from the surface of Mars. The flight distance to
Mars is L = 56×106 km, so the landing control system and landing engine of the module should be turned on at a distance,
fromEarth, xo = L−x0 = voto, where vo is the average velocity over a period of time [0, to]. Once the observed values (ξ ∗, τ ∗)
are such that the point (x, t) of transformer output is in a neighborhood of the point (xo, to), the landing system (controls
and engine) of the module is turned on for automatic landing, with all signals from Earth being temporarily disconnected.
The module control system makes its own evaluation of the parameters in (63), using measuring signals reflected from the
surface of Mars in the module’s natural coordinates (x, t) of (63) to make soft touchdown according to local measurements
of current parameters during landing.
To eliminate errors due to δ 6= 0 which for δ = 0.1 s can cause 30,000 km distance error, a spacecraft should be
equipped with fully autonomous navigation and control system capable to evaluate, accept or reject control signals from
its Control Center. Furthermore, in motion over a finite interval of time or distance, velocity v(t) of a moving body may be
not constant, and velocity V of light or radar rays may also vary due to different natural reasons, e.g., variable density of air
in the atmosphere. To alleviate errors caused by variable velocities v(t) and V (·), the classical relativity theory should be
generalized to include variable velocities, and implemented in this form into relativistic transformers. We have seen on TV
earlier the year 2009 thatMars landing included a shock at touchdown thatwas absorbed by springs. In contrast, themanned
module that has landed on the Moon, on the 20th of July, 1969, had a soft touchdown, as was also seen on TV. Automatic
soft landing of a spacecraft can be achieved if it is equipped with autonomous control system capable to neutralize errors
due to relativistic computations with constant velocity v in a case with variable velocity v(t).
12. Invariance and symmetries of relativistic transformations
The model used to derive the equations of special relativity is based on the assumption that light is the carrier of
information. Indeed, if one puts a non-transparent plate between points A and B, Section 2, the simultaneity relation (1)
becomes void and the initial basic equation (6) is vacated. This feature we express by saying that classical relativity theory
is calibrated by rays of light.
Consider again relativistic transformations (38). Due to notation x′ = x − vt , to any still point ξ in the moving frame
(k) there corresponds some value x′ on the axis 0x in (K), ξ = βx′, where β2 = V 2/(V 2 − v2) is implied by the calibration
equations (34)–(37), and β > 1 if v < V . The value x′ = x−vt = 0 corresponds to amoving point x = vt which is observed
in (K) as the moving origin ξ = β(x − vt) = 0 of system (k), and other values x′ 6= 0 yield the correspondence between
moving points of still frame (K) and still points of moving frame (k) as observed from (K) for any values of ξ = β(x − vt)
and fixed v, V . However, fixed does not mean constant, so if V depends on v (contrary to the principle of constancy of the
speed of light, Law 2 in Section 2) which may be the case for some signals other than rays of light, and V (v) 6= const, but
v = const(fixed), then also V = const, even if it is non-constant as a function V (v). This means that universal constancy of
the speed of light is not necessary for Einstein’s model of two frames with light as the signal for calibration of clocks in those
frames that register times of arrival (abstract time). In different media (vacuum, air at a fixed height), rays of light propagate
at different but constant speeds independent of the speed of a source of light. This yields the following property:
The form of Einstein’s relativistic transformations is invariant to the choice of calibrating signal provided that its speed of
propagation remains constant for a constant velocity of a moving medium in which it propagates.
Experimentally observed universal constancy of the speed of light postulated as Law 2 in [1, Section 2] yields simple
equations (38) for the abstract time relativistic transformations. Those Eqs. (38) are valid for any carrier of information that
provides a constant speed of calibrating signals for a constant speed of the medium in which this carrier propagates. The
invariance statement extends Einstein’s special relativity onto processes that involve media with communication signals
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different from light signals, including multi-relativity which relates to processes with several media (frames) moving at
constant speeds with respect to one another.
There are other types of invariance and symmetries in Einstein’s relativity theory because of the special relationship
between time and coordinates in relativistic transformations. For a moving clock x = vt in (K), the time transformation in
(38) presents the contraction of time [2, p. 19]:
τ = β(t − vx/V 2) = βt(1− v2/V 2) = t(1− v2/V 2)0.5 = β−1t < t, (66)
same as for inverted t = βτ(1 − v2/V 2) = τβ−1 < τ , Section 7. Observed time contracts in the same proportion, no
matter if observed in moving frame (k) from still frame (K), or vice versa. In [13], see [2, p. 73], Einstein writes: ‘‘Generally,
in accordance with the principle of relativity, from every correct relation between the variables ξ, η, ζ , τ defined in (k) and
the variables x, y, z, t defined in (K), or between the variables of one of those classes, one can obtain the correct relation by
replacing variables of one class with the variables of another class and vice versa, and changing v for−v.’’
For special relativity generalized to variable velocities V (·) and v(t), it is clear that there exist different calibrating signals
acting as carriers of information. There may be more than three coordinates (parameters) and more than one calibration
signal, this creating a multitude of relativistic theories and transformations, each with specific time flow according to the
nature of information transmittal actually implicated in a certain physical, technological, or biological process.
13. Calibrating signals in physics and biology
A carrier of information is born by a process, that is, by a kind of motion linking two different points. The light is the
fastest but not the only carrier of information. There are other carriers of information which may play important role in
such real life situations when light propagation is physically impossible or cannot be used for calibration (synchronization,
simultaneity setup) due to some other reasons.
13.1. Sound-based relativity
Suppose that clocks considered in Section 2 are waterproof and frames (K) and (k) with all the instruments are
submerged underwater deep enough that no light can be seen and total darkness takes hold. This is real life situation in deep
water where fish are blind but have good hearing instead, using sound as the locator (calibrating signal) that propagates in
water with the speed of V = 1475 m/s (sea water). The reader can check that exactly the same relativity arguments and
same transformations are valid deep underwater for this speed V of sound in the sea water and velocities v < V of a
submarine in underwater currents. This limiting velocity of 1475 m/s is much lower than the speed of light.
Now, let us take the clocks and frames back into the air, but with obstruction to the rays of light between points A and
B (a mountain or thick fog), so that light cannot be used as calibrating signal. In this situation, the sound signal can be used
as the carrier of information, imitating mirror reflection by siren sound in response to reception at point B. For this model,
relativistic transformations of Section 7 are valid with ‘‘limiting’’ velocity V = 340 m/s (speed of sound in the air at 15 ◦C)
and motion velocities v < V . The big difference in this situation is that the speed V = 340 m/s is not really limiting and
physically there exist velocities v ≥ V (supersonic flights) for which one should use faster calibrating signals such as radar
for clock synchronization.
13.2. Calibrating signals in biology
If we consider living species (humans, animals, birds, reptiles, insects, etc.), neither light nor sound, nor electromagnetic
waves are general carriers of information inside the body of those species. Somewhere in the body it may be electrical
currents (with speeds essentially lower that the speed of sound, see Section 4), or chemical processes, or motion of
body fluids that transmit different kinds of information essential for life functions. All those carriers are subject to
certain relativistic transformations (biological relativities) that assure a healthy life of a living species whose organisms
contain at least two information carriers: the neural system and the blood circulation system that may require multi-
relativity considerations in some particularmixed form.With all otherwise normal chemical ingredients, disturbances in the
information transmittal processes may and do cause life threatening situations, such as heart fibrillations or brain disorders
that are more sensitive to informational disturbances than chemical processes in the body. Sometimes disturbances of the
information transmittal in the body can be moderated or cured by drugs. It is well known that stress in the workplace,
in studies, in the family, in a community affects the health and mood of humans. The stress may adversely affect normal
functions of information transmittal in the body, which is of paramount importance. The biological processes of information
transmittal are ever present in the body and are subject to relativistic effects withmuch lower velocity of calibration signals
than light or sound.
In this relation, a recent paper [14] is interesting whereof we reproduce the following: ‘‘Brain-stimulation devices
for treating depression have faced unexpected setbacks. To serve the 40 million or so sufferers who fail to respond to
antidepressant drugs, a few companies have tried to treat the disorder with electronic implants and electromagnets.
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. . . In total, nine different technologies are nowunder investigation in at least 27 human trials. The largest new study, done
by St. Jude Medical, in St. Paul, Minn., will be the first major human trial of one brain implant that showed dramatic early
results. A device inserted near the collarbone sends pulses of current to electrodes placed inside the brain. At the other end
of the spectrum, Northstar Neuroscience, in Seattle, will enroll patients in a small, exploratory study. Northstar’s technique
involves implanting a postage-stamp-size electrode on the surface of the brain. . . . The other is Houston-based Cyberonics’
vagus nerve stimulator. Here, a pulse generator in the chest sends current to an electrode coiled around a nerve in the neck
to indirectly alter brain regions believed to control mood. . . . The basic problem is that the changes induced in a stimulated
brain are poorly understood, in part because depression itself is exceedingly complex. Linda Carpenter, a psychiatrist at
Brown University, explains that 100 patients might exhibit 20 different sets of symptoms. Furthermore, crafting the perfect
pulse is beyond the reach of today’s psychiatry. A pill has one main parameter — dosage. These devices have at least five:
the intensity and frequency of stimulation, the duration of each pulse and the intervals between them, and the spot being
stimulated.’’
If note is taken that mixed relativities with variable speeds are involved in propagation of neural signals and in blood
circulation processes in the brain responding to those stimulation devices, it becomes clear that depression and other
disorders can be alleviated on the individual basis only, with utmost care and caution regarding various uncertainties and
malfunctions that may be caused by unaccounted relativistic effects and time delays.
14. Concluding remarks
Summarizing the considerations in Sections 3–12, the following results constitute some interesting points related to
special relativity in real time that are presented in this paper:
1. Thenatural timeuncertainty (delay) due to finite speedof information transmittalmakes a quantity z(t) (time, position,
velocity, energy, charge, temperature) not known at the very moment t . Only the past value z(t − δ), δ > 0, can be known
(observed, measured, used) at a moment t .
2. Exact synchronization of physical processes (clocks) is impossible due to time uncertainty. If time uncertainty is small
and ignored, the synchronization is conditioned on the available calibration signal, the speed ofwhich defines the relativistic
equivalence of synchronized times (simultaneity). The timing synchronized in this way is called abstract time (time of arrival
of the calibration signal). The timing that includes time delays due to information transmittal of the arrival moment to
a sensor (measured, received time at a distance) is called real time. Real time is observed in experiment, abstract time is
convenient for theoretical studies. Both times belong to a neighborhood of each other defined by a distance and the speed
of propagation of a calibrating signal used in observation.
3. Alternative derivation of real time relativistic transformations is presented that include natural time delays due to
information transmittal.
4. There are different physical processes that provide calibrating signals with different speeds: light, electromagnetic
waves, sound, electrical current, flows of liquid, air flow. Those signals are natural carriers of information which is
transformed by a physical process of transmittal into the form embodied in relativistic equations for time and coordinates.
5. To each kind of calibrating signal there correspond relativistic transformations (38) in abstract time, or (57)–(59)
in real time with time delays included through actual measurements. A new form (54)–(56), (62) and (65) of relativistic
transformations suitable for process retrieval and feedback control is proposed.
6. Relativistic time-surfaces in abstract time contain totally optimal fields of rays of light, according to the principle
of Fermat. These time-surfaces are similar to surfaces defined by the Hamilton–Jacobi equation and its analogues [8] that
describe totally optimal fields of trajectories.
7. Relativistic transformations present the image of a unique original process in a moving frame or in a living organism.
To retrieve the original process from its image produced by relativistic transformations, rectification and de-contraction
are required that can be done by software inverting those transformations (relativistic transformer). The equations for such
software are presented in the paper.
8. The constancy of the speed V of a calibration signal and of the relative speed v of the coordinate frame being observed
from a frame at rest simplifies the relativistic transformations. In general, velocities V and v are not constant. This non-
constancy of the velocities can be included in the appropriately modified relativistic transformations.
9. Complex processes may include several different calibrating signals corresponding to different relativistic
transformations. This may bring about multi-dimensional spaces with different intertwined relativities.
10. The greatest speed of available calibration signal effectively limits our knowledge.
11. Identity of two physical processes cannot be detected unless time delays cancel out in the specific setup of
experiments (see [5] about the measurement of the speed of light).
12. Physical, biological and other processes are developing and interacting in real time, according to relativities defined
by the motion and the calibrating signals carried by the processes involved.
These points are just an indication of what is presented by nature that may bemore complex than we would like it were.
Relativities govern not only in nuclear physics, microcosm and astronomy, — they are all around us, and acting in real time.
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